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Abstract. The holographic sum rules for GPDs and the appearance of holographic variables in the TMD models

are discussed. The relation between GPDs and TMDs in the spirit of Veneziano duality is suggested. The

derivation of Burkardt sum rule for Sivers function clarifying its relation to Ji’s sum rules for GPDs is presented.

The possibility of its generalization for the case pf separate quark flavours implying the nodes of Sivers functions

is discussed.

1 Introduction

The concept of holography is quite deep and multi-facet.

I will address here its selected aspects related to trans-

verse spin effects. This corresponds to the holographic

sum rule for GPDs, when information about the 2 dimen-

sional x, ξ domain relevant for LO amplitudes is contained

in one-dimensional section x = ±ξ. In the framework of

TMDs, the holography is manifested in the apperance of

the varoable x+P2
T /M

2x combining longitudinal and trans-

verse defrees of freedom. To relate GPDs and TMDs I

discuss the sort of Veneziano-type duality between them.

Also, to establsh the closer relation between Ji’s sum rule

for GPDs and Burkardt sum rule for Sivers function, I con-

sider the derivation of the latter based on the properties of

energy-momentum tensor.

2 GPDs and holographic sum rules

The analytical properties of hard exclusive amplitude re-

sult in the holographic sum rules for LO Compton form-

factors

H(ξ)i =

∫ 1

−1

dxHi(x, ξ)
[

1

x − ξ + iε
± 1

x + ξ − iε

]
, (1)

where index i describes the type of GPD, defining also the

choice of ± sign. For the time being we drop the depen-

dence on the momentum transfer t. The representation on

terms of Radon transform of Double Distributions

H(z, ξ) =
∫ 1

−1

dx
∫ 1−|x|

|x|−1

dy(F(x, y)+ ξG(x, y))δ(z− x− ξy).
(2)

allows one to get the following "holographic" sum rule

ΔH =
∫ 1

−1

dx
H(x, x) − H(x, ξ)

x − ξ + iε
, (3)
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where the subtraction term is

ΔH =
∫ 1

−1

dx
∫ 1−|x|

|x|−1

dy
G(x, y)
1 − y . (4)

As a result, the information on 2-dimensional x, ξ region

sufficient to recover LO Compton formfactor is stored in

1-dimensional section. It is this section responsible for

SSA’s, showing clear relation to (transverse) spin effects.

3 Holographic variable for TMDs

The holographic property of TMDs is manifested in the

existence of the variable [2]

z = x +
p2

T

xM2

implying relations between longitudinal and transverse

momentum dependence. Note that its appearance in the

original framework of "Zavada model" is due to the inte-

grals (see e.g. eq. C4,C5 in [2] )

∫
d3 pδ(x − p0 − p1

M
)...

which may be considered as a 3-dimensional Abel trans-

form, and as usual at the odd numers of dimensions the

inverse transform has a simple local form. From the

other side, this variable is rooted in the Lorentz [3] and,in

particular, rotational [4] symmetries. One may wonder

whether these symmetries are related to the appearance of

2-dimensional Abel transform for twist-3 GPDs[5].

4 GPDs and TMDs: s ↔ t duality?

It would be interesting to look for common origins of

GPDs and TMDs holographic properties. Probably they

may correspond to the respective properties of Wigner
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function [6] being their "common ancestor". At the same

time, the "horizontal" relations are certainly of interest.

One may for this purpose consider TMDs as a hadron par-

ton amplitudes with (unphysical)

s ∼ −p2
T

which may be corrected by mass term so that

s ≈ x2M2 − p2
T .

GPDs dependence on t and TMDs dependence on

p2
T may be considered as a s and t dependence of the

same hadron-parton amplitude. It would be interesting to

look for dual Veneziano-type parameterization for these

dependencies. It may be supported by the light-cone

models[6, 7], when GTMDs correspond to the overlap of

wave functions of the type

Ψ̄(pT + qT /2)Ψ(pT − qT /2)

where q2
T = −t and reflection symmetry implies the sym-

metry w.r.t. interchange qT ↔ pT .

5 Burkardt sum rule(s) and
energy-momentum tensor

The relations between GPDs and TMDs may be also re-

flected in the relations between respective sum rules. The

interesting example is provided by Ji’s sum rules for GPDs

and Burkardt sum rule (BSR) for Sivers TMD. The sim-

ilarity of these sum rules was conjectured earlier [8] in

connection with equivalence principle for spin-gravity in-

teraction.

The most straightforward way to test this conjecture

would be to derive the BSR relying on the properties of

energy-momentum tensor, like the Ji’s SR and equivalence

principle. For this reason one may use the relation of the

relevant moment of Sivers function to the twist-3 matrix

element [10]. Expressing the matrix element of quark

energy-momentum tensor in terms of gluonic pole [11]

strength T (x1, x2) and taking into account that the forward

matrix element is fixed by energy-momentum conserva-

tion one get

∑∫ 1

−1

dx1dx2

T (x1, x2)

x1 − x2

= 0. (5)

Note that the sum should include gluons as well as

quarks, and the relation of the moment of Sivers function

to the gluonic twist-3 matrix element is not yet known. We

anticipate its existence and in the meantime will discuss

the quark contributions.

The pole in the denominator appears due to the expres-

sion of matrix element with gluon covariant derivative in

terms of that of gluonic field strength and, naively, should

be treated in principal value sense. In that case, T (x1, x2) is

the symmetric function of its variables due to T-invariance

[10] and l.h.s of (5) is identically zero, so that no sum rule

emerges.

However, the arguments based on electromagnetic

gauge invariance imply [12] that the similar pole appear-

ing in the twist 3 SSA in Drell-Yan process acquires the

imaginary part. Incorporating it into the sum rule

∑∫ 1

−1

dx1dx2

T (x1, x2)

x1 − x2 + iε
= 0, (6)

one get the symmetric imaginary part of the integrand ef-

fectively violating T-invariance resulting in the sum rule:

∑∫ 1

−1

dxT (x, x) = 0. (7)

One can see that Burkardt sum rule requires, besides

the energy-momentum conservation, some dynamical in-

formation, like in its original derivation.

One may wonder, whether this sum rule may be valid

for each quark flavour (and gluon) separately. The struc-

ture in front of twist 3 vector correlator

εμS T Pn

contains the gauge and transverse direction fixing vector

n. If gauge invariant decomposition of energy-momentum

tensor is possible, the sum rule for each quark (combined

with antiquark) flavour i should be valid

∫ 1

−1

dxTi(x, x) = 0. (8)

This implies the nodes [13] of Sivers function anticipated

at the first "Transversity 2005" conference at Como [14].
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